






















The Present Condition and Problems of Medical Interpreters 
for the Foreigners Living in Japan and Visiting Japan
IIDA Namiko
（Graduate School of Core Ethics and Frontier Sciences, Ritsumeikan University）
A medical interpreter service has been provided for many years for foreigners living in 
Japan.  In recent years, there has been increased need for medical interpreters in the field of 
medical tourism.  These two types of medical interpreting services arose from totally different 
backgrounds, but exist side by side and largely affect current medical interpreting conditions.  
The biggest problem of medical interpreting for foreigners living in Japan is the difficulty 
of securing good interpreters because,（1）there is no set payment system,（2）there is no 
education system and standardization for interpreters, and（3）there is no welfare system for 
medical interpreters should anything happen to them in the course of their duties. Meanwhile, 
the nurturing of medical interpreters for foreigners visiting Japan for the purpose of medical 
tourism should correspond to advanced medical treatment.  Therefore, it is necessary to cultivate 
translators who understand medical treatment procedures and how medical professionals care for 
patients.  Furthermore, for matters such as when interpreting techniques and a code of ethics for 
health care clash or when various cultural lines are crossed, it is necessary to use the knowledge 
earned from the experiences of interpreting medical matters for foreigners living in Japan.













































2010 年 10 月に開講した。http://www.tufs.ac.jp/




































年 7 月 17 日名古屋にて開催）で医療通訳倫理規








































3 時間超は 6000 円となっている（西村，2009）。
京都市の医療通訳事業では，通訳者 1時間 1000 円
（含泉徴収），交通費 1000 円（1回）となっている。
http://www.kcif.or.jp/iryo―t/houkoku/2008gaiyou.


































関）へ医療通訳派遣を行っている。2010 年 11 月
現在の協定医療機関（一部）は 14 機関。http://




2 病院でそれぞれ週 3 日，週 1 日常駐している。
http://sites.google.com/site/tabunkakyouto/









































































































































































































性 医療通訳の必要性」西山利正　2010 年 6 月 17
日 放 送 分　http://medical.radionikkei.jp/sogo_
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267 病院中日本では 1 か所のみ。http://www.
jointcommissioninternational.org/JCI―Accredited
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